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Abstract: Visual attention is one of the built in mechanisms in system that quickly selects regions in a visual scene,
which are most likely to contain items of interest. Many computational models are developed to predict the behaviour
of human visual attention. This paper describes the computational model involving top-down process for most attended
region using Dynamic Bayesian Network. By using Dynamic Bayesian Network, Top-down knowledge is predicted.
Top down saliency map is found using three different methods namely weighted modulation, weighted combination
and joint learning. The performance of each method is compared using Normalized scan-path saliency (NSS).
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I.
INTRODUCTION
We live in the visual world. Every day human eyes
manipulate 105-106 bits of data for every second. All the
information are not going directly to the visual brain. The
filters are used to reduce the information. How human
brains select the most attended region and how the
information’s are filtered? Many researches are going in
this direction.
To filter the information from visual scene deals with the
domains such as Psychophysics, Computational sciences,
Cognitive Neurosciences, Computational sciences,
Cognitive Psychology. Most of the information are
commonly referred in the Computational Neuroscience,
defined by Trappenberg [1] as: “the theoretical study of
the brain used to discover the principles and mechanisms
that guide the development, organization, information
processing and mental abilities of the nervous system”.
Visual Attention defined by Corbetta [2] as: “ the mental
ability to select stimuli, responses, memories, or thoughts
that are behaviorally relevant among many others that are
behaviorally irrelevant” The visual attention is applied in
the field [3] of computer vision, pattern recognition such
as object detection, object recognition, action recognition,
segmentation,
background
subtraction,
video
summarization, compression, scene understanding,
computer-human interaction, robotics, driver assistance.

Mainly three types of top down models and they are
weighted modulation, weighted combination and join
learning models. Each models deals with finding the
saliency map using Dynamic Bayesian Network.
(i) weighted modulation
In weighted modulation, the input image features are
extracted, the features can be color (red-green), (blueyellow), intensity and orientation (0, 45, 90, 135). Each
extracted features will be having their own weight. Using
Dynamic Bayesian network, a top down knowledge is
given such a way maximum probability can be taken as
the weight. Then the maximum weight gets added to Top
down saliency map as shown in fig 1. With r, g, b as the
input colors the intensity is obtained using
I = r + g + b/3
(1)

II.
RELATED WORKS
Many computational models are reviewed in [3] [4] which
are related to bottom-up, top-down and combined of two
models. The Bottom-up computational models are
integrated with the low level features which are discussed
in [5][8].The Top-down models are integrated with high
level features which are discussed in the paper [6],
[7].This paper is mainly focussed on top-down model with
the probabilistic prediction.

Fig 1.weighted modulation

Dynamic Bayesian network is a probabilistic network like
a kalman filter used for prediction purpose. Here the
prediction is done so as to get maximum output, for this
conditional probability table(CPT) is constructed.CPT
table can be constructed for the features namely color,
orientation and intensity. While dealing with color CPT
then it can be given as CPT (1, 1) = [1 0], CPT (1, 1)
III.
TOP DOWN MODEL
represents the color contain red-green and blue-yellow, the
Models incorporating additional cues such as prior value on the right hand side represents the probability for
knowledge about the search targets, human intention and it to become salient and not salient. From the CPT table
cognitive states generally fall under Top down models.
constructed maximum probability is given as weight to
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individual feature channel resulting in Top down saliency
IV.
EVALUATIONS METRIC
map. Since the weight is modified according to the To quantify how a model predicts well in modeling eye
designed probability, it names as weighted modulation
position, a normalized operator is taken. Let
=Saliency
(ii) Weighted Combination
Map and Yij=Eye Map (binary), Mean of Xij=Z, Standard
In weighted combination there are three stage .In first Deviation of Xij= A.
stage which deals with Bottom-up saliency map gaining Xij (Normalized) = (Xij–Z)/(A)
(2)
using itti’s approach. Initially the features are extracted [C, D] = ∑Ni=1∑Nj=1 (Yij >0)
(3)
from the input image. Features extracted are same as that Normalized Vector = ∑NC=1∑ND=1 X(C, D)
(4)
has been selected for weighted modulation. According to
[8], Gaussian pyramid is constructed from the extracted N = 1 indicates eye positions fall in a region whose
predicted density is above average. NSS less than zero
features, which then undergo centre-surround difference to
indicate that the model performs is not better than picking
form individual feature map. Feature map with same
features are integrated to form the conspicuity map, all a random position on the map.
these conspicuity map contribute to get the saliency map.
V.
RESULTS
Three types of top-down models are computed, six images
are given to each of the models to obtain the saliency map.

Fig 4.Input image
Fig 2.weighted combination
And in second stage the top down saliency map is
computed over the weighted modulation was obtain. In
last stage, bottom-up feature map from itti’s approach and
top down saliency map from weighted modulation these
two maps are combined to combination third stage ,also
dynamic Bayesian network is carry out predictive process.
Hence last overall saliency map was obtained.
Fig 5.weighted modulation output

(iii) Joint Learning
Fig 3 shows the joint learning of visual stimuli. This
approach is based on guided search theory.

Fig 3.Joint learning
Guided search employs a activation map[3].This activation
map is obtained from bottom-up activation based on
existing features and top down activation map using
characteristics of target stimuli[9][10].The obtained top
down features and bottom up features are integrated to get
the top down saliency map.
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VI.

PERFORMANCES METRIC
Table 1.Normalized vector score

M1-weighted modulation
M2-weighted combination
M3-Joint learning
VII.
CONCLUSION
The work describes the computational model for most
attended region using Machine learning Techniques.
By using Dynamic Bayesian Network, Top down
knowledge is predicted. Top down saliency map for
different classes namely weighted modulation,
weighted combination and joint learning was done.
NSS score for each class is also performed. Weighted
combination shows highest score when compared to
Weight modulation and Joint learning. Weighted
combination is used to predict the most attended region
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